
Gaming headphones ONIKUMA X11 Pink Ref: 6972470561104
Gaming headphones ONIKUMA X11 Pink

ONIKUMA X11 Headphones (pink).
Are you looking for stylish headphones with a cool lighting effect? Do you value comfort and quality? Do you love to play and chat online?
Made  of  pink  plastic  and  equipped  with  attachable  cat  ears,  the  ONIKUMA  X11  headphones  will  make  a  furore  among  your  friends!
What's  more,  thanks  to  the  ergonomic  shape  and  skin-friendly  materials,  you  can  use  the  headphones  for  hours  without  feeling
uncomfortable! You can disconnect or connect the included noise-canceling microphone at any time - the same goes for the cat ears. 
 
Comfort of use
ONIKUMA  X11  headphones  are  designed  to  guarantee  you  exceptional  comfort,  even  during  prolonged  use.  Their  large  comfortable
earcups have been upholstered with a  nice-touch material,  eliminating the possibility  of  potential  chafing or  discomfort.  Both earcups
feature cushions made of skin-pleasing material designed specifically to fit the shape of your head perfectly. In addition, the adjustable
headband will allow you to customize the headphones.
 
Fantastic sound 
To  give  you  the  best  sound  quality,  the  ONIKUMA  X11  headphones  are  equipped  with  50-millimeter  audio  drivers.  What's  more,  the
over-ear pads used are not only comfortable and easy to clean, but also great at dampening outside noises so you can win your next
battles, watch your favorite anime or TV series or listen to hours of music without interference. For your convenience, both the volume
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control and the microphone on/off switch are located on the cable coming out of the headphones.
 
Versatility 
The ONIKUMA X11 is much more than just a headphone dedicated to gamers - while it can easily be connected to various consoles such
as PlayStation, Xbox and Nintendo Switch, it is also designed to connect to computers, tablets and phones to keep the fun going! With
support for both Mini Jack and USB inputs, these headphones offer unparalleled versatility for casual gaming, movie sessions, listening to
your favorite music or communicating with friends. The ONIKUMA X11 is the perfect option for complete entertainment!
 
Clear and clean calls
Nothing makes making friends easier than conversations where your voice is clear and intelligible. The microphone equipped in the X11
headphones has a built-in noise cancellation function, eliminating ambient sound interference and ensuring uninterrupted conversation.
Your friends will hear your every word in excellent quality - reliable sound quality is the foundation of conversations.
 
Set contents
Headphones with microphone
Manual
Adapter
Cat ears - 1 pair
	Brand 
	ONIKUMA
	Model 
	X11
	Color 
	Pink
	Charging time 
	2 hours
	Operating time 
	>5 hours
	Bluetooth version
	5.0
	Distance
	10m

Price:

Before: € 28.4991

Now: € 24.50
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